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ELECTRONIC MAIL 

 Electronic mail (or e-mail) allows users to exchange messages. 

Architecture: 

 The sender and the receiver of the e-mail, Alice and Bob respectively, are connected via a LAN 

or a WAN to two mail servers. The administrator has created one mailbox for each user where 

the received messages are stored.  

 A mailbox is part of a server hard drive, a special file with permission restrictions. Only the 

owner of the mailbox has access to it. The administrator has also created a queue(spool) to 

store messages waiting to be sent. 

 A simple e-mail from Alice to Bob takes nine different steps, as shown in the figure. Alice and 

Bob use three different agents: a user agent (UA), a message transfer agent(MTA), and a 

message access agent (MAA).  

 When Alice needs to send a message to Bob, she runs a UA program to prepare the message 

and send it to her mail server. The mail server at her site uses a queue (spool) to store messages 

waiting to be sent.  

 The message ,however, needs to be sent through the Internet from Alice’s site to Bob’s site 

using an MTA. Here two message transfer agents are needed: one client and one server.  

 Like most client-server programs on the Internet, the server needs to run all the time because it 

does not know when a client will ask for a connection. The client, on the other hand, can be 

triggered by the system when there is a message in the queue to be sent.  

 The user agenta t the Bob site allows Bob to read the received message. Bob later uses an MAA 

client to retrieve the message from an MAA server running on the second server. 



Fig: Common scenario 

The electronic mail system needs two UA

MAAs(client and server). 

User Agent 

 The first component of an electronic mail system is the 

the user to make the process of sending and receiving a message easier. 

 A user agent is a software package (program) that composes, reads, 

messages. It also handles local mailboxes on the user computers.

 There are two types of user agents: command

agents. 

Sending Mail: 

 To send mail, the user, through the UA, creates mail that loo

an envelope and a message.

address, and other information. The message contains the 

Receiving Mail 

 The user agent is triggered by the u

with a notice. If the user is ready to read the mail, a list is displayed in which

summary of the information about a particular message in the mailbox.
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The electronic mail system needs two UAs, two pairs of MTAs (client and server), and a pair of 

The first component of an electronic mail system is the user agent (UA). It provides

the user to make the process of sending and receiving a message easier.  

user agent is a software package (program) that composes, reads, replies to, and forwards

messages. It also handles local mailboxes on the user computers. 

There are two types of user agents: command-driven and GUI-based. Command

To send mail, the user, through the UA, creates mail that looks very similar to postal

message. The envelope usually contains the sender address, the receiver 

address, and other information. The message contains the header and the body

The user agent is triggered by the user (or a timer). If a user has mail, the UA informs

with a notice. If the user is ready to read the mail, a list is displayed in which each line contains a 

summary of the information about a particular message in the mailbox. 
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 A mail handling system must use an addressing system with unique addresses. a local part and a 

domain name, separated by an @ sign. 

 The local part defines the name of a special file, called the user mailbox. The second part of the 

address is the domain name. The domain name assigned to each mail exchanger either comes 

from the DNS database or is a logical name. 

Mailing List or Group List 

 Electronic mail allows one name, an alias, to represent several different e-mail 

addresses; this is called a mailing list.  

 


